MemorialCare extends its membership benefits and opportunities
to physicians throughout our system.

APPLICATION

COMPLETE THIS
APPLICATION
AND RECEIVE
YOUR
MEMBER BENEFITS
PACKAGE
Completion of this
enrollment form and
agreement to the following
are required:

I am a medical staff member
in good standing at a MemorialCare
Medical Center or affiliated medical
group.
I am committed to utilizing
MemorialCare Best Practice guidelines
when appropriate
to my patient’s circumstances.

Please return this form to:
MemorialCare
17360 Brookhurst Street,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
or by FAX to (714) 377-2973

THE MEMORIALCARE

PHYSICIAN SOCIETY
BENEFITS GUIDE

Physician Name:

Specialty:

Medical Center(s) Affiliation: CHLB GNP LBMMC MCH MCMG OCMMC SMMC-LH SMMC-SC

Medical Group(s):

Membership in the Society is

I support and participate
in physician performance reporting.

Affiliation:

I will become proficient in
the MemorialCare clinical information
system.

Board Sponsor: (if applicable)

I am committed to integrating
evidence-based medicine into my
practice.
I will maintain an active email address
for my Society communications.
I understand that my membership in
the MemorialCare Physican Society is
contingent upon my fulfillment of
these requirements and the approval of
the Physician Society Board.

voluntary. Participating members
are advocates of best practice

Address:

www.memorialcare.org

City:

Zip Code:

Phone Number:

Fax Number:

Physician Signature:

Women’s

collection and reporting of clinical
outcomes and promote
collaboration across clinicians and
health system leaders.

E-mail Address: (Required)

Shirt Size: Men’s

866.405.EPIC (3742)

medicine. They help advance

S M L XL XXL (circle one)

Date:

Note: Membership in the Physician Society is at the sole discretion of MemorialCare
For more information about the MemorialCare Physician Society,
or this application, please call: 866-405-3742

THE SOCIETY OFFERS MANY BENEFITS
TO ITS PHYSICIAN MEMBERS.

TECHNOLOGY

ADDITIONAL

TOOLS

BEST PRACTICE
TEAMS/ACTION
COLLABORATIVES

THE MEMORIALCARE

PHYSICIAN SOCIETY
In 1996, a group of 40 pioneering physicians affiliated
with MemorialCare set the framework for a unique,
physician-led organization dedicated to the pursuit of
best practices.
Led by the MemorialCare Steering Committee, the
physician members achieved rapid growth and
implemented significant changes within a relatively
informal structure. As these efforts progressed and
became more integrated into the medical center
operations, a more formal structure was implemented
and the MemorialCare Physician Society was launched
in 2002.
The 1,800 member MemorialCare Physician Society is
led by a governing board with a direct reporting
relationship to the Memorial Health Services’ Board.
The Physician Society drives clinical outcomes and
performance for the organization as well as advances
strategic goals for physician practice. Our pursuit of
best practice medicine has resulted in clinical outcomes
that often rank above state and regional benchmarks.

ADDITIONAL
CLINICAL TRAINING
SPECIALIST (CTS) TEAM

This team provides physicians with
at-the-elbow clinical and technical
support for all online applications
including Epic, MemorialCare’s
Clinical Information System. From
training to implementation and
optimization they are a one-stop
shop for your clinical information
system needs.

The MemorialCare Best Practice
Teams (BPTs) and Action
Collaboratives (BPACs) are at the
foundation of MemorialCare’s
mission to deliver the highest
quality of patient care to our
community. These
interdisciplinary teams,
coordinated by a physician leader,
develop guidelines, order sets and
standards of practice utilizing
data and resources from the latest
evidence-based medicine.
The BPTs are organized around
both medical and surgical
specialties, the teams encompass
a wide variety of diagnoses and
procedures. BPACs may be formed
to address an opportunity that
would benefit from
cross-disciplinary expertise.
MemorialCare evidencebased best practice clinical
guidelines, order sets and

INFORMATION

'FIND A DOCTOR'
ONLINE TOOL

The ‘Find a Doctor’ search tool on
memorialcare.org provides more
than 50,000 page views to physician
profile pages each month. Web
users can browse for physicians by
name, type of care and/or specialty.
Society members can enhance their
web profile by adding a photo,
biography, areas of interest,
languages spoken and participation
in health insurance plans.

PHYSICIAN LEADERSHIP
ACADEMY

The MemorialCare Leadership
Academy is committed to investing
in future leaders with inspired
leadership training, coaching and
interactive case study programs.
In alternating years, MemorialCare
offers select physicians the
opportunity to attend this year-long
leadership program where they
participate in an extensive
curriculum covering the intricacies of
health system leadership.

protocols have been developed
and are embedded in many of
the order sets available in the
Electronic Health Record (EHR).
Physicians can learn about the
evidence behind many of
MemorialCare’s best practice
elements by clicking on the
hyperlinks within the EHR.

BOLD GOALS
The BPTs support the
accomplishments of
MemorialCare’s Bold Goals. Our
Bold Goal of achieving a margin at
Medicare rates is interdependent
with our Bold Goals for Quality and
Patient Safety. We continue to
raise the bar for clinical quality
through adherence to
evidence-based medicine and a
best practice approach with our
physicians.

LEAN MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
MemorialCare is committed to
a system-wide effort to change the
way we perform daily operations,
such as labor and resource
management, and transform the
way we deliver patient care
through Lean initiatives and care
redesign.
By working with our physicians,
staff, managers and patients, we
are able to accomplish significant
reductions in wasted process,
steps and resources, and
standardize our care
environments.

CLINICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM
Voted #1 by KLAS for the past
decade, MC*21 is MemorialCare’s
system-wide initiative to
implement the Epic Medical
Record (EMR). The fully integrated
EMR clinical information system
improves communications,
eliminates the need for
transcription and plays an
important role in the ability to
deliver quality, integrated care.

CLINICAL TRAINING
SPECIALIST (CTS) TEAM
This team provides physicians
with at-the-elbow clinical
and technical support for all
online applications including Epic,
MemorialCare’s Clinical
Information System. From
training to implementation and
optimization they are a one-stop
shop for your clinical information
system needs.

MYMEMORIALCARE

(AEMR)
MemorialCare is committed to
making an ambulatory EMR
system available to physicians.
Our Epic ambulatory Electronic
Medical Record (EMR),
myMemorialCare helps physicians
and their staff with scheduling,
registration, billing and clinical
documentation. It connects
commercial pharmacies, labs, and
our inpatient Epic EMR and other
community providers to ensure
clinical information is available at
the point of care.

MEMORIALCARE LINK
MemorialCare Link is a web-based
application designed to provide
safe and secure access to
information contained within
MemorialCare’s EMR. The
system allows physician office
practices and other external
entities the ability to review health
information for patients with
whom they have an identified
relationship.

FORMEDICA
Coming March 2013

This system creates a seamless
connection between outpatient
and inpatient lab and imaging
records when a patient uses one
of the MemorialCare facilities.

SECURE REMOTE
ACCESS AGREEMENT

(SRA)
All MemorialCare affiliated
physicians can use Secure Remote
Access to connect to the
MemorialCare network from
outside the medical centers.
SRA allows for secure immediate
access to patient records.

PICTURE ARCHIVING
AND COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM (PACS)
All MemorialCare affiliated
physicians can access radiology
images through a PACS system via
secure remote access to digitally
review, manage and store images
and information.

‘FIND A DOCTOR’
ONLINE TOOL

BENEFITS

The ‘Find a Doctor’ search tool on
memorialcare.org provides more
than 50,000 page views to
physician profile pages each
month. Web users can browse for
physicians by name, type of care
and/or specialty. Society
members can enhance their web
profile by adding a photo,
biography, areas of interest,
languages spoken and heath
insurance plans.

1-800 PHYSICIAN
REFERRAL SERVICE
Callers to MemorialCare’s
1800 MEMORIAL phone line often
request a physician referral.
More than 5,500 physicians are
referred to patients through the
1-800 number each year.

ADVOCACY

MemorialCare’s government
relations team, led by shared
services and campus-based
experts, partners with physicians
and community leaders to
PHYSICIAN LEADERSHIP advocate for sensible, fiscally
ACADEMY
responsible health care reform.
The MemorialCare Leadership
Physicians are kept well informed
Academy is committed to investing of major pending legislation
through MemorialCare’s Public
in future leaders with inspired
leadership training, coaching and Policy Issues Database, the
Physician Society Member Update
interactive case study programs.
In alternating years, MemorialCare and events. Additionally, the
team follows a myriad of bills and
offers select physicians the
policy initiatives that potentially
opportunity to attend this
affect our system and the ways
year-long leadership program
physicians serve patients, their
where they participate in an
extensive curriculum covering the families and our communities.
intricacies of the health system
RADIO, TV AND PRINT
leadership.
PARTNERSHIPS
MemorialCare brings televised
ONLINE CREDENTIALING health education spots to
MemorialCare offers an online
viewers. Since we started
credentialing portal for new
television advertising in 2002 the
physicians seeking medial staff
look and feel of our spots has
membership at one or more
changed and evolved.
MemorialCare hospitals.
Additional MemorialCare
The streamlined process offers
branding efforts include
automated functions and
campaigns online, in print and
improved access for physician
radio, as well as our community
newsletters, which are sent to
processes.
more than 600,000 residents–
often including information from
our MemorialCare Physician
Society members.

